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ABSTRACT
Tiled Texture Synthesis. (December 2003)
Lori Anne Green, B.A., DePauw University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Ergun Akleman
In this thesis a new image-based texturing method has been developed. This new method
allows users to synthesize tiled textures that can be mapped to any quadrilateral mesh with-
out discontinuity or singularity. An interface has been developed that allows user control
over output textures. Three methods have been included in the interface to create aperiodic
looking textures for 3D models and two methods have been developed to create wallpa-
per images (repeating textures on a 2D surface). Using these texturing methods, texturing
problems are simplified, and more time can be spent solving artistic problems.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
I.1. Introduction
In this thesis a new texturing method has been developed. This new method allows users to
synthesize tiled textures that can be mapped to any quadrilateral mesh without discontinuity
or singularity. Using this texturing method texturing problems are simplified, and more
time can be spent solving artistic problems.
I.2. Texturing
In the early development of computer graphics, one problem was that the 3D objects had
unrealistic looking surfaces. Texture mapping, introduced by Catmull [4], is a popular so-
lution for this problem in computer graphics applications. It allows the creation of compli-
cated looking images without increasing the complexity of the surface geometry. Catmull’s
approach is to create grid-like coordinates in the u and v directions and to wrap the image
around the surface based on these u and v coordinates (see Figure 1). This approach is
widely used in current computer graphics applications especially to texture toroidal, pla-
nar, spherical and cylindrical surfaces. However, even for these surfaces there exist some
problems such as distortion and discontinuities.
Even the simplest type of u-v mapping, planar mapping, can suffer from distortions,
which means the texture is stretched or squeezed. In these cases the texture does not look
like the type of texture it is supposed to represent. To solve such distortions several methods
have been developed [20, 3, 15].
The journal model is IEEE Visualization.
2Fig. 1. UV mapping takes a grid and applies it to an object so that textures can be applied
to the grid.
For toroidal and cylindrical surfaces, in addition to distortions, there can be discon-
tinuities (seams) at the boundaries of the patches. This can be corrected using wallpaper
images as textures as shown in Figure 2.
Mapping one patch to a sphere can cause an additional problem because of the singu-
larities at the poles of the spheres. In such singular points, conflicting u and v coordinates
can meet in one place. Figure 3 shows an example of such singularities that cause prob-
lems on spherical surfaces. Note that this problem cannot be corrected since the root of the
problem is topological [8].
For other types (other than toroidal, cylindrical, and spherical) of surfaces, texture
mapping faces a further mathematical problem that needs to be solved. Namely, for arbi-
trary surfaces, there is generally a need for more than one u-v texture patch to cover a whole
surface. The requirement of more than one texture patch creates discontinuities at the patch
boundaries. These discontinuities cannot be solved easily by using wallpaper images and
they become even more visible in singularity points.
Another important problem in texturing is to maintain a balance between repetition
3Fig. 2. A wallpaper image mapped to a torus seamlessly.
and randomness. Andrew Glassner showed that repetition and randomness lead to patterns
that draw in viewers’ attention and can keep their interest [10].
This randomness problem is related to aperiodic tiling problems in mathematics. If
there’s a set of one or more tiles that fit together to create exclusively nonperiodic tilings,
that set of tiles and the resulting pattern is called aperiodic [10]. Amman and Robinson
found a method to create such sets [10]. Stam used their ideas to create aperiodic textures
on planar surfaces [23].
Textures can be created in various ways. Some textures can be made by hand using a
digital painting program such as Photoshop. This method can be aided by creating textures
using traditional painting methods or photography and then scanning those images to create
digital textures. However, using this method makes it extremely hard to avoid singularity,
seam, and distortion problems.
Another texture creation method is painting on a 3D surface directly. 3D paint pro-
grams allow users to paint directly on a 3D surface to create a 2D texture [13]. In this
case, all the problems mentioned above can be avoided. However, this is an extremely
4Fig. 3. Top: Example of an image with seams. Bottom: Example of an image with singu-
larities.
time-consuming process that requires a large amount of skill and artistic experience.
Textures can also be created automatically using procedural or algorithmic methods.
Automatic texture creation is called texture synthesis. For many patterns that can occur in
nature, it is possible to develop textures procedurally. For these types of textures, patterns
can be created based on science and math principles such as Turk’s reaction-diffusion tex-
tures [25]. It is also possible to create new textures from a sample image. Many times the
goal of the algorithm is to have the new texture appear to have the same properties [28].
I.3. Objectives
This research develops another image-based texture synthesis approach that is particularly
connected to a texture mapping concept, namely tiled textures [2]. Using tiled textures,
3D models can be mapped in such a way that a set of tiles could easily be applied to the
object without problems of seams or discontinuities. The main problem with tiled textures
5is that the textures have to be created by hand, which can be a very complicated and time-
consuming process. In this thesis, a concept is presented to develop a user interface for
synthesizing tiled textures from sample images. Based on this concept, we have developed
a tiled texture synthesis system and created a variety of tiled textures from images.
Figure 4 shows two tiled texture images created using the research presented in this
thesis from photographed images of Miro and Kandinsky paintings that are mapped to a
surface of a sphere.
Fig. 4. Mapping two tiled texture images created from (A) Miro and (B) Kandinsky paint-
ings to a spherical shaped mesh.
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PREVIOUS WORK
The research in texturing can be classified in two categories: (1) Texture Synthesis (2) Tex-
ture Mapping. In this work, we have developed a user friendly texture synthesis approach
for a particular texture mapping method, namely tiled textures.
II.1. Texture Synthesis
Texture Synthesis has been a widely researched area in computer graphics. Existing texture
synthesis approaches can be classified into two categorizes:
• Science based texture synthesis: Textures are created by using scientific ideas,
models, algorithms and procedures.
• Image based texture synthesis: Textures are created directly from sample images
using digital signal processing approaches. In this case, no prior information about
the nature of the textures in the images. The presented method is an image based
texture synthesis.
II.1.1. Science Based Texture Synthesis
In science based texture synthesis, any good and powerful scientific model in biology,
physics, chemistry or mathematics can be used to create textures.
A significant example in science based texture synthesis is reaction-diffusion. Tur-
ing introduced reaction-diffusion equations to represent processes in which two or more
chemicals diffuse at unequal rates over a surface and react with one another to form sta-
ble patterns [24]. Turk, and Witkin and Kass [25, 29] applied Turing’s reaction-diffusion
7equations to computer graphics to create patterns such as spots and stripes on surfaces [24].
Another interesting example is genetic algorithms created in computer science to solve
optimization problems using Darwinian concepts of evolution in biology. Genetic algo-
rithms allow objects to evolve with reproduction, selection and fitness. Sims showed that
genetic algorithms can be used to create textures [21].
Fractal geometry developed by Mandelbrot is also used for texture synthesis [16]. For
instance, perlin noise is nothing but a fractal noise that is used to create a variety of realistic
textures such as clouds, fire, water, stars, marble, wood, rock, soap films and crystal [19].
Van Wijk’s spot noise can also be considered a form of fractal textures. Worley further
develops this idea by using functions based on distributing points or bombing. Results of
his work produced textures of organic crusty skin, crumpled paper, ice, rock, mountain
ranges, and craters [31].
Similarly the cellular automata concept developed by Wolfram is later used for com-
puter graphics [30]. Cellular automation models are systems that are composed of simple
components limited to local interactions. Although cellular automation is base on simple
interactions sophisticated behaviors can emerge. Gobron and Chiba created crack patterns
on 3D surfaces using cellular automation [11]. By creating cells with independent behav-
iors various cracks in textures can be simulated.
II.1.2. Image Based Texture Synthesis
Textures can also be created from sample images using Digital Signal Processing algo-
rithms. These algorithms take samples from real life and then create textures that have
the same characteristics. These types of textures are based on research on human percep-
tion that concludes that two textures are difficult to discriminate when the orientation and
distribution of certain characteristics are similar [14].
8Heeger and Bergen’s research on pyramid-based texture analysis and synthesis is a
method that is motivated by this concept of human perception [14]. Using a sample image,
noise is created that resembles the characteristics of the original image. This method is
limited to homogenous textures, otherwise the texture appears blotchy and is unsuccessful.
Wei and Levoy recently developed a very powerful algorithm for image based texture
synthesis [28]. Their algorithm is based on neighboring pixels. The goal of their algorithm
is to base the pixel color of the generated output image on one with a similar neighborhood
in the input image. To optimize this algorithm, a tree-structured data structure is used.
Ashikhmin further improves the Wei and Levoy algorithm and develops a faster and
more powerful method to synthesize textures from a sample. [1]. He increases computa-
tional speed by limiting the search to already processed neighboring pixels. In particular,
textures that occur in nature, such as field grass, tree branches and leaves, pebbles, blos-
soming flowers, bushes, and forest undergrowth, had very high quality results. He also
allows user control in which users can input an image to help control the results of the
output image.
Another significant algorithm in image based texturing is image quilting [7]. Image
quilting is created by taking squares from an input texture and patching them together to
create a new texture. To minimize edge seams, squares that have similar neighbors are
chosen. To further minimize blockiness between the seams the overlapping regions are cut
where a minimum color difference occurs. This work was also applied to 3D models by
Soler, Cani and Angelidis [22].
II.2. Texture Mapping
An area of research related to texture synthesis is texture mapping. This work is concerned
with how a 2D image is mapped onto a 3D model. Catmull’s solution to this problem is to
9use u-v coordinates to map textures, however, this approach alone does not solve problems
of seams at the edge of the texture patches and distortion of the texture when it is mapped
[4].
Neyret and Cani [18] developed a texture-mapping method that provides an effective
solution to the problems of texture mapping. This work, which is based on triangular tiles
with specific boundaries, avoids singularities regardless of the topology of the underlying
triangular mesh. Their method also provides seamless and continuous boundaries across
the surface. This method is similar in spirit to the method developed by Stam [23] for ape-
riodically texturing planes and toroids. However, the Neyret-Cani method is more general
since it can be used to seamlessly texture any triangular mesh and avoids periodicity.
Their first step in their method is to create triangular tiles that obey specific boundary
conditions. They showed that with a minimum number of tiles, rotation can provide all
possible tile boundaries, and that it is possible to seamlessly cover any triangular mesh
with these tiles. The simplicity and the power of the Neyret-Cani method makes it very
attractive for texture mapping applications. From a practical point of view, there are two
challenges with this method:
(1) The artist cannot automatically create tiles from existing images. To create in-
tricate and homogeneous textures that look like those of natural objects, several dif-
ferent texture samples have to be hand-designed and boundary conditions must be
applied, which is a difficult task.
(2) Using a set of triangular texture images is not compatible with current texture
mapping methods and requires special programming. Most commercial renderers
(like those in Maya, Softimage etc), allow only one single rectangular texture image
to be read for each parameter of a shader.
Soler, Cani and Angelidis, who as mentioned previously developed a method based on
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image quilting, introduced a powerful extension to the Neyret-Cani techniques [22]. Their
algorithm creates a texture for a 3D model with an arbitrary surface with various sized
patches that are created from an input image. Their method not only solves the challenges
of texture mapping but also creates anisotropic texturing. Anisotropic textures, are textures
with a direction, such as bark, wood, stripes on an animal, or text. However, their algorithm
is complicated and can be quite hard to implement. Although their implementation is
efficient, it still takes several minutes to compute a texture map. Also, if the texture image
is changed there is a need to re-compute the texture mapping.
Recently a texturing method based on Wang Tiles was published [6, 12]. This work
is based on quadrilateral tiles [6]. Wang Tiles, much like the Neyret and Cani method, use
edge matching to create large aperiodic or non-repetitive textures [18]. In this method four
tiles are used to create each square Wang tile. These tiles are blended together using the
same method as Efros and Freemans’s image quilting method [7]. The problem with this
method is that it only works on models with grid-like structures. The algorithm fails on
arbitrary surfaces as the north-south, east-west edge constraints are confused.
Akleman and Kaur have presented an alternative extension to the Neyret-Cani method
[2], which provides an effective solution to the challenges mentioned above. Their system
produces tiled texture image files, which consist of a set of square tiles. This algorithm
assigns texture coordinates to each corner of the mesh which enables seamless and contin-
uous boundaries across the surface. Once the texture coordinates are assigned, they can be
used with tiled texture images in commercial 3D software packages.
II.3. Tiled Textures
There are three ways in which Akleman-Kaur simplify the Neyret-Cani method:
(1) using numbers to identify the boundary types instead of labels,
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(2) using square tiles instead of triangular tiles, and
(3) using all possible tiles instead of only a minimal set [2].
Fig. 5. Numbering the boundary types and naming the tiles with these number.
Neyret and Cani use labels as shown in Figure 5(A). In this image E and E1 are used
to denote boundary types and an arrow is used to denote the matching boundary edge.
Akleman and Kaur used numbers instead of labels to denote boundary types as seen in
Figure 5(B). In this image 0 is used instead of E and 1 instead of E1. This new naming
convention allows for a simple organization of the tiles into a texture image which aided
them in developing efficient algorithms for texture mapping.
Beginning from the lower-left corner of a square and moving counter-clockwise, a
unique name is generated for each tile, which is a four-digit binary number as shown in
Figure 5(C). Each 900 rotation is represented by a cyclic shift of the name.
To seamlessly cover a quadrilateral mesh, there must be at least six tiles, such as
0000, 1000, 1100, 1110, 1010, 1111 [12]. The problem with using such a minimal set is that
there is not a simple way to organize the tiles into one texture file and the texture mapping
algorithm becomes complicated. However, Kaur and Akleman use all possible tiles instead
of a minimal set, and the problem is greatly simplified. As shown in Figure 6(A) they used
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the boundary names as if they were positions in a matrix. Here, the first two digits of the
name give the column number and the second two digits give the row number.
(A) (B)
Fig. 6. (A). An example of tiled texture image that shows how tiles are organized in a matrix.
(B). A hand created tiled texture image.
A hand created example is shown in Figure 6(B). In this figure, the tile boundary edges
are shown so that separate tiles are visible. One tile in the tiled texture image is assigned to
each quadrilateral in the mesh while still maintaining boundary conditions. Figures 7 and
8 show two examples of the results mapped onto 3D objects.
The examples above have one distinct boundary condition, but this concept can be
easily generalized to n distinct conditions by using four-digit 2n-ary numbers. A boundary
k is represented by two boundary types that are denoted by 2k and 2k + 1 where k =
0, 1, . . . , n − 1 and a tiled texture image consists of (2n)4 tiles. The tile boundaries are
used to find the name of the tiled texture that is to be placed in the quadrilateral. The
current Akleman-Kaur algorithm is implemented for n distinct boundary conditions. This
texture mapping algorithm was added to an existing modeling program called DLFL. DLFL
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Fig. 7. A simple texture mapping example. A hand created texture has been applied to a
cube. The cube is then smoothed using Catmull-Clark subdivision [5] in Maya.
Fig. 8. This example shows a genus-2 surface. The original shape is also smoothed by
Catmull-Clark [5] after mapping the texture.
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can output models with these reassigned coordinates. Then these models with reassigned
coordinates can be taken into Maya or other 3D software programs.
However, the main problem with using Akleman-Kaur method is that to create a wide
variety of tiled texture images by hand can be extremely hard. This thesis proposes to
develop a simple approach to automatically create tiled textures from any given image.
Using this method, users interactively synthesize texture image files from existing images
with a simple interface.
15
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
In this work, a method for automatically synthesizing tiled textures from sample images has
been developed. Sets of tiles are created using the technique presented in this thesis work
and can then be applied to objects that have been texture mapped using the Akleman-Kaur
method [2].
The goal is to produce a set of tiles to create a texture that appears aperiodic. The
tiles that are created can be thought of as having a grid or quilt structure. Each tile consists
of two important regions: an interior region and an edge region. These tiles have to be
blended to create a seamless and non-repeating pattern.
There are two important steps to create a tile. One is that the boundaries of the tile
must have a way to match other tiles so that no seam is formed on the edge of the tiles
when they are place on a 3D model. The second step is that a sample from the input image
must be chosen fosecr the interior portion of the tiles and there must be a way to blend this
sample for the interior of the image with the boundary areas of the tile.
Three different techniques for matching the edges of the tiles have been developed,
each with increasing complexity. They are referred to as the n = 0, n = 1, and n = 2 case,
where n represents the number of matching edges used in the algorithm. A matching edge
can be defined as a place where two tile boundaries meet, and where a non-repeating pattern
of one edge continues without seams or any visible discontinuity in the image. Also two
different methods for creating wallpapers have been developed using the same methods
developed for the tiled texture research. The interior blending uses the same blending
method for all of cases presented in this paper. It is important to eliminate the seams and
discontinuities on the interior of the image as well as between the boundaries of the tiles.
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III.1. Algorithm for n = 0
The n = 0 method is one option for creating seamless textures. This option creates edges
based on reflecting a triangular shaped portion of the original image 8 times. If all edges
of the image are the same, then all of the edges of the tiled textures match, and there are no
problems of seams in the texture. This concept was demonstrated in Figure 2. The n = 0
case is motivated by this idea.
Fig. 9. Methodology for n=0. A sample area is chosen from the input image.
Fig. 10. Reflective algorithm. The triangular sample area is reflected to create the boundary
image.
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Fig. 11. Methodology for n=0. A sample from the input image is used to create the boundary
image. The boundary image plus the background image are used to create one tile
in the tiled texture.
Figure 9 shows an example of a data from a sample image that is used to create the
boundary image. Figure 10 shows how the sample data is reflected. The triangle that has
the F facing in the proper direction is the original triangle that is reflected and used as data
for all of the other triangles in the square.
Figure 11 shows the basic concept of the n = 0 algorithm. A triangular sample of the
image is chosen. This image is reflected to become the boundary image. A background
image is chosen to fill the interior portion of the image. Note that for each tile a different
background image is chosen from the input image. The background image becomes the
center of the tiled texture, so that none of its boundaries will be used to form the final tiles.
After the boundary image and the background image have been selected, the boundary
image is then blended from each side with the background image. Starting from the bottom
edge of the background image and going counter-clockwise, the boundary image is blended
with the background image. This order of blending is arbitrary, but does not impede the
results.
18
III.2. Algorithm for n = 1
The n = 1 case has 4X4 individual tiles per tiled texture. These tiles are stored in a matrix
format that can function with the texture mapping method. As show in Figure 12 two
squares that are directly next to each other are sampled to create two boundary images.
These square regions can be called the 0 and 1 boundary regions. The arrows that cut
throught the boundaries show which edges are matching.
Fig. 12. Methodology for the n=1 case. The boundary images are sampled from the input
image.
In order to understand how to use these boundary images, the name of the tile must
be referenced. The boundaries for this case are created based on the name of the tile. The
name of the tile is based on where in the final output texture the tile will be placed as
shown in Figure 6[A]. There are 16 possible tiles in this case. In Figure 13 the example
tile is named 0101. The boundary images are added to the background image. Starting at
the bottom of the background image the 0 boundary is the first image to be blended to the
background image.
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Fig. 13. Methodology for the n=1 case. The tiled texture is created by using both the bound-
ary images plus the background image.
Notice that the arrows always point the matching edge to the outside of the image. The
matching edge is determined by looking at the sampled squares. The sampled area is cut in
half and the cut edge becomes the matching edge. The boundary image needs to always be
rotated so that the matching edge is facing outwards. After the first 0 image is blended, the
next step is to blend the edge that is 90 degrees counter-clockwise. The 1 edge according to
the name of the tile is the next edge that is blended into the background image. After that
the remaining edges must be rotated and blended according to which edge comes next in
the tile name. In the end an image similar to the one in Figure 13 is the result. The center of
the image represents the portion of the tiled texture that uses the color information from the
background image and the edge regions represent the portions of the final image that use
data from the boundary images. The final tiled texture is one of 16 that need to be created.
Figure 6[A] shows where the tile 0101 would be placed in the final output image.
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III.3. Algorithm for n = 2
Fig. 14. Methodology for n=2. Names of all of the n=2 tiles.
The n = 2 case has 16X16 individual tiles per tiled texture. This data is also stored
in a matrix format just like the n = 1 case; however, because the algorithm must use all
possible sets, the tile is four times larger. Figure 14 shows all the names of the tiles that are
created for the n = 2 case.
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Fig. 15. Methodology for n=2. The boundary images are sampled from the input image.
The n = 2 boundary condition not only creates more complexity, but allows for
anisotropic textures or textures with a direction such as bark or zebra stripes.
The main difference between the n = 2 case and the n = 1 case is that there are four
boundary images to choose from instead of two. The boundary images are named 0,1,2
and 3. The boundary template in Figure 15 shows what part of the input image is used to
create the boundary images. The 0 and 1 image used are the same as in n=1. The boundary
image 2 is actually the same as image 0. The difference is that a different matching edge is
used on that image. In this instance the side edge of that image is the image 2 border and
the image to the right of that edge is the image 3 border. Once again the image is blended
with the background image. The example tile created in Figure 16 is 0123. Starting at
the bottom the correctly rotated image is blended with the background image, once again
rotating to the counter-clockwise direction. Note if there is a corner with 0 and then 2 next
to each other there is a more seamless looking corner based on the way that the data is
selected ( see Figure 16).
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Fig. 16. Methodology for n=2. The boundary images plus the background image create the
tile.
III.4. Wallpaper Algorithm
Although a plane can be covered using the n=0, n=1 and n=2 algorithms, other algorithms
have been developed that repeat a single tile. These algorithms create repeating patterns
that can be applied to a surface. The same principles of edge matching and blending apply
when creating these wallpapers. The boundaries of the wallpaper images must appear
seamless and the interior of the images must be seamless as well. Two type of wallpapers
have been developed. One is called a tiled wallpaper and the other is called a reflective
wallpaper.
The tiled wallpaper uses the same algorithm as the n = 1 case, however only one
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square is made. Its name is 0011 so that a 0 edge will always be matched to a 1 edge and
vice-versa.
The reflective wallpaper is made similarly to the n = 0 algorithm, except that no
interior image is place in the tiles. It is only the reflective triangle image.
III.5. Interior Blending Algorithm
For all cases presented in this thesis, a blending algorithm for the interior portion of the tiles
has been developed. There are two steps in this blending algorithm: a system for creating
the interior portion for each tile and a system for blending this interior portion of the tile
with the boundary image.
The interior portion of the tile is randomly selected from the sample image and be-
comes the background image for the tile. The size of this background image is the same
size as the size of one tile. The edges of the background image are replaced with the
boundary images in the final output version of the tile.
The interior portion of the image is filled with a background image. To create each
tile of a tiled texture image, a background image is composited with four boundary images.
This approach can be considered a variant of image quilting [7].
After the boundary image and the background image have been selected, the boundary
image is then blended from each side with the background image. Starting from the bottom
edge of the background image and going counter clockwise, the boundary image is blended
with the background image.
The amount of blending of the boundary image with the interior image is determined
by input values to functions. Every edge except for the edge that is being blended with the
center image will be transparent. Figure 17 graphically shows the four functions that are
used in the interior blending algorithm. Functions, f1, f2 and f3, guarantee that boundaries
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of the background image become transparent and the boundary images will be visible.
Function f1 determines how far back the boundary image blend into the background image
along a straight line. The a and b lines show in Figure 17 are the areas in the image where
the colors of the background image and the boundary image are mixed. The t variable,
standing for threshold, is a value that can alter the outcome of the ratio. When the pixel
is past line b, the ratio is equal to 0 and no part of the boundary image is included in the
output image. Function f2 determines how a value is mixed from the left angle. As shown
in Figure 17 there is also a range between lines a and b, however, in this case the areas
that are being mixed occur between two diagonal lines. Once again t can alter the ratios
of mixing between lines a and b. Function f3 is the same as function f2 except that it
controls the blending for the right angle of the tile. Function f4 guarantees that for every
column of the image, once color values of two image layers become similar, the boundary
image becomes transparent. The boundary image is then composited onto the background
image. The background image together with the new composited edge become the new
background image. This process is repeated 4 times until there is a new edge for each side
of the interior image and one tile of the tiled texture has been created. Figure 18 show
how the four boundary images are composited over the background image. The white area
represents the part of the boundary image that is used in the final tile of the tiled texture.
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Fig. 17. The functions that are used to blend the boundary images with the background
image.
Fig. 18. Creation of the tile 1001 by compositing five images.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION
The current texture synthesis program, Aperiodic Demo, is implemented as a stand-alone
system in C++ with FLTK, openGL and IFL libraries. The program currently runs on an
SGI-O2.
Fig. 19. The interface of the tiled texture image synthesis system. The red template rep-
resents the areas from which the boundary images are chosen and the blue areas
represent the areas from which the background images are chosen.
The interface that has been developed is simple and intuitive (see Figure 19). The user
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is given control over the final output image. To accomplish this, a blue overlay has been
created to select the background images of each tile in the tiled texture and a red overlay
has been created to select the boundary image. There is also a set of sliders to control the
amount of blending that occurs between the background image and the boundary image.
The interface has a drop file menu at the top, and a side panel with many options and a
large window where a texture is loaded. From this texture, a tiled texture or wallpaper can
be created and output into a popup window.
In this procedure, the information from the input devices first needs to be collected. To
get the x and y coordinates of the red and blue overlays, FLTK mouse events are handled.
The red overlay is controlled by the left-mouse button and the blue overlay is controlled by
the middle-mouse button.
When the left-mouse button is pushed down the red overlay can be dragged any-
where over the image until the mouse button is released. When the middle-mouse button
is pressed, one corner of the blue rectangle is chosen. Then the width and height of the
edges change as the mouse is dragged. When the mouse is released the opposite corner
of the blue rectangle is chosen. The width and height of the edges change as the mouse is
dragged.
These two mouse controlled overlays determine the output of the image. The red over-
lay selects boundary regions of the output image. The blue overlay selects the background
region of the tiles. The default region selected by the blue overlay is the entire image.
The file menu at the top contains the options Open, Save and Quit. Open loads an
image that will be used in creating the tiled texture. Compatible formats are .jpg, .sgi or
.png. Save writes out the output image into a .jpg, .sgi or .png file. Quit ends the application.
The side panel contains the following options:
• Boxheight - Boxheight is a slider that controls the size of the output images. All of
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the tiled textures are made up of many boxes. Boxheight controls the size of each
tile in the tiled texture. The output images are made with varying numbers of tiles.
For example an n = 1 image, which outputs a 4X4 box image, of boxheight 64 will
result in an image size of 256X256. In order for the images to be compatible with the
texture coordinates output from DLFL the boxheights need to be powers of 2. The
boxheight sizes allowed in this application are 64, 128, 256 or 512.
• Modes - There are two modes: Tiled Textures and Wallpapers. There are three types
of tiled textures: n = 0, n = 1, n = 2, where n represents the number of matching
edges used to create the tiled texture.
• Tiled Textures - Tiled textures are the output images that work with tiled texturing in
DLFL. Any quadrilateral model can be exported from DLFL with reassigned tiled
texture coordinates and can then use the textures that are created with this program.
• n=0 Mode - The n = 0 mode uses a triangle which is 1/8th of a boxheight square and
reflects the triangle eight times to create a reflective image. This image is blended
with a background image, resulting in a seamless image. The output image contain
4X4 boxes. To create models that are compatible with this mode, models should
be quadrilateral and the tiled texture setting in DLFL should be N = 2. (see sec-
tion IV.1.1)
• n=1 Mode - The n = 1 mode uses the left top and bottom square of the red overlay
to find the edges. This mode outputs 4X4 boxes, 16 in all and has an image size of
Boxheight*4 X Boxheight*4 as the width and height. To create models that are com-
patible with this mode, models should be quadrilateral and the tiled texture setting in
DLFL should be N = 2 (see section IV.1.2).
• n=2 Mode - The n = 2 mode provides even more complex results. Using more than
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one boundary condition to create the textures provides an even more random pattern,
which creates more convincing results. This mode outputs 16X16 boxes and has
an image size of Boxheight*16 X Boxheight*16 as the width and height. To create
models that are compatible with this mode, models should be quadrilateral and the
tiled texture setting in DLFL should be N = 4 (see section IV.1.3).
Two wallpaper options are also available. One is called Tiled Wallpaper and the other
is called Reflective Wallpaper.
• Tiled Wallpaper - The tiled wallpaper is one single box that has the pattern 0011.
This setting outputs an image that has the dimension Boxheight X Boxheight and
has 1X1 boxes (see section IV.2.1).
• Reflective Wallpaper - The reflective wallpaper uses a triangle which is 1/8th of a
boxheight square and reflects it eight times to create a reflective image. It is similar
to the n = 0 case, except that no background region is blended with the reflected
image. It is simply the reflected image. This mode output 4X4 boxes, 16 in all
and has an image size of Boxheight*4 X Boxheight*4 as the width and height (see
section IV.2.2).
• Execute - This button executes the option that has been specified with the mode and
edge or wallpaper options. All of the settings on the side panel are applied to the
output image.
• Thresholds - The thresholds are set to values of 2 and 1 in the default settings. These
values can be changed to obtain more desirable blending results. See subsection IV.3
and Figure 17 for more detailed explanation of how the functions are affected by
the thresholds. The default threshold values were chosen because the results worked
well in the testing.
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• Thresholds 1 and 5 - These sliders alter the color tolerance between the boundary
regions and the background image. Larger thresholds will extend the tolerance of
the color matching. Default value for threshold 1 is 2.0 and the default value for
threshold 5 is 1.0.
• Thresholds 2 and 6 - These sliders determine the distance that the opacity of the
boundary region will blend with the background region. Default value for threshold
2 is 2.0 and the default value for threshold 6 is 1.0.
• Thresholds 3 and 7 - These sliders determines the angle of the right diagonal thresh-
old. Default value for threshold 3 is 2.0 and the default value for threshold 7 is 1.0.
• Thresholds 4 and 8 - These sliders determines the angle of the left diagonal threshold.
Default value for threshold 4 is 2.0 and the default value for threshold 8 is 1.0.
The user chooses the mode and the other options on the side bar. When the settings
have been chosen the user then hits execute. A function is called based on the to the variable
passed.
There are two modes that have been implemented: Tiled Textures and Wallpapers.
Three options have been implemented under the tiled texture mode. They are the n = 0,
n = 1 and n = 2 cases. Two options have been developed in the wallpaper mode. They are
tiled wallpaper and reflective wallpaper.
IV.1. Tiled Texture Mode
IV.1.1. Implementation for n=0
The first step in creating a tiled texture for case n = 0 is selecting a triangular area is
selected from the red square overlay. The triangular area is chosen from the bottom left
side of the first square in the red overlay as shown in Figure 15.
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This data is reflected 8 times and this data is stored in a new pixmap of size boxheight
X boxheight (see Figure 10).
When the execute button is hit with the dropdown option n = 0 chosen, the function
execute0() is called. A method to create a new tile, createNew(), is called 16 times in
execute0() in order to create the 16 tiles needed to fill a 4X4 image. Counter values of
width and height are passed to this function to determine where the new tile will be placed
in the output image.
To create a tile, a square of size boxheight must be chosen from the input image. This
tile is randomly chosen from the area within the blue overlay region that is selected by the
user. A random X and Y value is chosen by the function randomNum(char) , using the
rand() function, from within the blue overlay region. These values become the coordinates
of the bottom left corner of the square. The chosen square becomes the background image
and is composited with the boundary region to create the tiled texture.
In the n = 0 case the boundary region is the reflected image. One tile is created each
time createNew() is called. The tile is created by using the reflected image as the boundary
image and blending each edge of the boundary region with the background image. This
process begins with the bottom edge of the tile and rotates counterclockwise 90 degrees to
the next edge. In this case the reflective image is used as the boundary image for all four
sides of the tiled texture.
After a tile is created it is placed in the output pixmap based on the width and height
counter values that are passed into the function. Multiplying the boxheight by the counter
values creates these values. Finally, after all the tiles have been created, the pixmap that is
created is viewable in an output window that pops up into a new window. The image can
be saved to a file if desired.
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IV.1.2. Implementation for n=1
The implementation of n = 1 and n = 0 cases are very similar. When the n = 1 edge
option is chosen, execute1() is called. This function calls the function
createNew1(rowNum, colNum) based on the number of columns and rows that the n =
1 case needs. In this case, n = 1 needs to be a 4X4 matrix of tiled textures, so the number
of rows is 4 and the number of columns is 4. Each time createNew1() is called a new tile
is created. The name of the tile is created based on the information passed to the function.
This information is stored in the corner[] array. Each corner is given a value that represents
the value of the edge.
The main difference with the n=0 case is that there are 2 boundary images instead of
one. These two boundary images are chosen from the red overlay. They are stored in an
array of pixmaps called squares[]. All matching edges are rotated so that they are stored
facing the bottom edge of the pixmap. When they are called to be used the matching edge is
rotated so that the edge that is matched is always be facing outwards. This can be done by
rotating 90 degrees for each edge away from the bottom edge (see the arrows in Figure 13).
IV.1.3. Implementation for n=2
The n = 2 case is implemented in the same way as the n = 1 case except that there are four
boundary images instead of one and instead of 16 possible tiles there are 64 possible tiles.
The four boundary images are stored in an array of pixmaps. The procedure execute2() is
called when the execute button on the side bar if the choice is n = 2. The four boundary
images have two matching edges. The boundary images are stored face down in the pixmap
with the matching edge rotated so that is faces the bottom of the pixmap (see Figure 16).
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IV.2. Wallpaper Mode
IV.2.1. Implementation for Tiled Wallpaper
A tiled wallpaper uses the same function to create the tiles as the n=1 function. In this
function one tiled texture with the name 0011 is created. With this value of the tiled texture
the edges will always match each other and the tile can be repeated with no worries of
seams.
IV.2.2. Implementation for Reflective Wallpaper
The reflective wallpaper was discovered when creating the n = 0 textures. Because the
patterns that are created by simply reflecting a triangle 8 times often create beautiful im-
ages, the option was added to the interface. The reflective wallpaper is created by simply
storing the reflected image in a pixmap and repeating it 16 times in a 4X4 output image.
IV.3. Implementation of Interior Blending Algorithm
For all of the cases a method to blend the boundary images with the background images
was developed. At each edge a blending algorithm is used to blend the boundary region
with the background region. The background image is blended with the boundary image
using functions that produce ratios. Threshold values are variable that alter these ratios.
There are four different threshold ranges, determined from the slider values that are input
from the interface. Ultimately a value from the variable colormix determines how much
of the boundary image is mixed with the background image.
As described in the III.5 in Figure 17 the functions f1, f2, and f3 are used in blending
the 2 diagonal edges and the straight edge of the boundary image into the background
image. The f1 function determines the distance that it will take to blend the boundary in
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with the background image. In Figure 17 lines marked a and b show where this blending
takes place. Similarly functions f2 and f3 have a range where a ratio is calculated to
determine the amount of each image that will be blended together. Function f4 is based
not on the boundary, but on the distance of the colors of the background and the boundary
image that is being compared. A function distancecompute is used to calculate the color
differences.
The distancecompute function determines the red, green, and blue values for the final
output value. In this function values from the background square and from the boundary
square are compared. A ratio is calculated to determine the distance in color using the
equation:
ratio = abs(r0-r1) + abs(g0-g1) +abs(b0-b1);
The ratio value for the distance is returned and used as one of four ratios to create
a value colormix. The four ratios are determined using the functions values. The four
functions are calculated for each pixel in the boundary image, using the threshold value as
a variable that is input through the sliders (see Figure 17 for the function equations). The
functions are multiplied together to create a colormix value. If the colormix variable is 1,
then the boundary image is the pixel used for the output image. If the colormix value is 0,
then the background image pixel is used. If there is a value in between 0 and 1, then the
value is used as a percentage to compute the amount of background and boundary image
color for the output pixel.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
To obtain results, three steps must be taken. First a tiled texture is created. Next the three
dimensional model is opened in DLFL and assigned tiled texture coordinates. Finally,
the models with the reassigned texture coordinates are imported into Maya or other 3D
software packages.
In this example three tiled textures have been created all of a burlwood texture. Tiled
textures of case n=0, n=1, and n=2 have been created. Figure 20 shows the resulting tex-
tures.
Fig. 20. Tiled textures of cases n=0, n=1, and n=2.
Next the models are taken into DLFL. Two different models are saved. One model is
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saved with coordinates that are created for the n = 1 case, and one is saved with texture
coordinates for the n = 2 case. The model that is made for the n = 1 case is used for
texturing the n = 0 case, since the edges of tiles will match in any case.
Finally, the textures are assigned to the models and images are rendered. Figure 21
shows the examples of all three tiled texture cases mapped to a 3D object.
Fig. 21. Results of cases n=0, n=1, and n=2 mapped on a 3D object.
The usability and results of the program were tested in a graduate level computer
graphics course. 25 students with diverse backgrounds including art, architecture and com-
puter science took the course. All the students, regardless of their background, were able
to successfully texture a wide variety of very high genus quadrilateral meshes with a wide
variety of textures.
Some examples of student work are shown in Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25.
To further test and apply the work, an animation has been created. The animation idea
was drawn from themes of surrealism. With a surrealistic and whimsical theme, even tex-
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Fig. 22. Example 1. Work of Jeff Alcantara. Top: A tiled texture created from a photograph
of rusted iron. Middle: An object textured by above tiled texture. Bottom: A
detailed view that shows how the texture is mapped. Here the same texture is also
used as a bump map.
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Fig. 23. Example 2. Work of Jeff Alcantara. Top: A tiled texture created from a photograph
of rusted iron. Middle: An object textured by above tiled texture. Bottom: A
detailed view that shows how the texture is mapped. Here the same texture is also
used as a bump map.
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Fig. 24. Example 3. Work of Charu Sharma. Top: A tiled texture created from a photo-
graph of a rusted metal surface. Middle: An object textured by above tiled texture.
Bottom: A detailed view that shows how the texture is mapped.
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Fig. 25. Example 4. Work of John Truong. Top: A tiled texture created from a photograph
of rusted iron. Middle: An object textured by above tiled texture. Bottom: A
detailed view that shows how the texture is mapped.
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tures that are not realistic are acceptable. Figure 26 and Figure 27 show concept drawings
of the piece.
Fig. 26. Concept drawing 1.
Fig. 27. Concept drawing 2.
The piece has simple geometric models, but relies on texturing and lighting to create
complexity in the scene. Tiled texturing images were used in the scene along with other
texturing methods that include Photoshop and Maya. Figures 28, 29, 30, 31 are stills
from the animation.
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Fig. 28. An image from shot 1 of the animation.
Fig. 29. An image from shot 2 of the animation.
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Fig. 30. An image from shot 4 of the animation.
Fig. 31. An image from shot 5 of the animation.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this research a simple tool to create a tiled texture from any image has been created.
The program facilitates easy texture creation with n = 0, n = 1, and n = 2 boundary
conditions. The program allows the user to choose the boundary regions, the background
regions, and blending options of the tiled texture, allowing for some artistic choices. Tex-
tures can be used not only for color mapping of objects, but also for reflection, transparency,
bump, displacement and many of types of mapping. The n = 2 case allows for anisotropic
textures, although the texture mapping algorithm will have to be changed in order for that
to work. The program also allows for creation of some simple wallpapers.
Because this tool creates seamless 2D textures it proves to be very useful for creating
aperiodic textures. The textures the software creates have small file sizes making them
easy to animate. Unlike 3d textures that often give similar results, there is no worry about
swimming textures. The tool is easy to use and accomplishes the desired results, and is
therefore a successful application.
Although there is some user control, the results are still somewhat random, and there
is a need for more control over final results. Promising future extensions would be to
develop a painting approach for tiled textures, and to provide more precise control over
the background image for each tile. Perhaps this could be turned into a Photoshop plug-in
that could take advantage of many of the functions of Photoshop while still maintaining the
requirements of the tiled texture.
Another extension would be to create textures for the Neyret and Cani technique of
mapping textures. This texture mapping algorithm uses triangles instead of squares to
map the textures, so a new system of texture synthesis would have to be developed. This
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idea could be extended further to include texturing for many different shapes including
pentagons, hexagons, and octagons. Perhaps seamless textures could even be created for a
surface with many different shapes.
Animated textures would be another interesting extension to this application. The pro-
gram could be used to create textures that animate across the surface while still maintaining
seamless textures. More wallpaper patterns could easily be added as well. A wallpaper
with more boundary types and more background images would provide more variation and
provide a more aperiodic looking image.
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